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Textile facades are made of tensioning net fabrics.
Solaris’ textile facades can give to the building a peculiar design through the 

use of different shapes and colors, which can adapt to every building, whether 
it’s new or renovated.
Fabrics can be printed, turning the whole façade into a mean of 

communication.



«Pianos Hanlet»

Here you can see a textile 
façade by night.

Transparency creates a 
peculiar atmosphere 
both on the inside and on 
the outside
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«Ghota Cosmetics by night – iarchitects»
Using led bars, the façade can become extraordinary. 
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The textile façade is made with 
a micro-perforated material, 
available with different 
opening degrees. The façade is 
designed and made with 
fabrics and materials that will 
last more than 20 years.

«Ghota Cosmetics»
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Solaris uses many different technologies to

secure and stretch fabrics according to the

architecture and the effect you want to

obtain.

Our team of experts perform the calculation

and, if necessary, the simulation of the

performance of the whole membrane so to

guarantee the wind resistance. We guarantee

the stability of our textile facades even in

extreme weather conditions.
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Solaris Tende offers a tailor-made product, which is designed to satisfy 
every type of need. Solaris makes both standard and customized 
products with the same attention. 
We create unique solutions. Our multidisciplinary approach requires 
the ability to understand the various technical and esthetical 
languages considering both objective and subjective factors, such as 
the different requirements of the specific environments. 
So, we analyze the light and heat changes during the day, the different 
weather conditions change through the year and the seasons passing.
Solaris, much more than a simple textile façade! 
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